Introduction
Poincaré has studied the geodesies upon closed surfaces of genus zero which are everywhere convexf. General surfaces of genus greater than one have been studied by H. M. Morse.t The surfaces considered in this paper are of genus zero and closed, but have upon them regions of negative curvature as well as regions of positive curvature. They are of such a nature that the removal of certain portions which we call knobs leaves a region with extremalconvex boundaries. A remarkable subset of the geodesies issuing from any point not on a knob is considered, and results are obtained resembling those of Hadamard for geodesies on surfaces of negative curvature. § Part I. The surface 1. The surface defined. Let us consider a closed surface homeomorphic with a sphere. We assume that the surface can be divided into a finite number of overlapping regions, such that the cartesian coordinates x, y, z of the points of any of these regions can be expressed in terms of parameters u and v by means of functions with continuous derivatives of at least the fourth order and such that Ld(u, v)1 ID(u, v) Ji lD(u,v)J It is assumed, moreover, that the surface possesses n knobs (»>1), where a knob will be denned as a finite portion Kof the surface which is: (a) bounded by a closed curve C with continuously turning tangent; (b) homeomorphic with the interior and boundary points of a circle; (c) such that the geodesies tangent to the boundary C He interior to K in the immediate neighborhood of the point of contact. Finally, the curves C bounding different knobs on the surface are assumed to have no points in common with each other.
Let now the knobs be cut from the body of the surface along the curves C. There will remain a surface S with » closed bounding curves. 5 will be extremal-convex in the sense* that, on the original uncut surface, geodesies tangent to the boundary of S lie outside of 5 in the immediate neighborhood of the point of contact. In this paper we consider geodesies in so far as they lie on S.
2. Sufficient conditions for the existence of knobs. If any point P on a regular surface is taken as origin of a system of geodesic polar coordinates, the element of arc takes the form ds* = dr2 + 0(r,<j>)d<j>2, in which r is the distance measured from P along any geodesic through P, and <p is the angle between the tangent at P to this geodesic and that to an arbitrary geodesic through P. Also C(0,<p) = 0 and Cr(0,<£) = l.t
Within the region where the geodesies <p = constant form a field, all the geodesies not 4> = constant are solutions of the Euler equation for * = JWc*(r,0)]"*¿¿, namely '-(t)"-(t>-cc'-°-For a geodesic which is tangent to the geodesic circle r = r0, r = 0 at the point of contact. At this point, therefore,
In order that the simply connected region bounded by r = r0 be a knob it is necessary that for each geodesic tangent to r=r0, t ^0 at the point of tangency. A sufficient condition is that f <0 and hence from (1), it is also sufficient that C(r0, <p)>0 and Cr(r0, <p)<0 for all values of <p.
We shall deduce a sufficient condition for the existence r>f a knob in terms of the total curvature. Let any point P on a regular surface be taken as the origin of a system of geodesic polar coordinates (r, <p) and let K (r, <p) be the total curvature of the surface at tbe point (r, <p). Theorem 1. If there exists a constant r0>0 such that (2) (£¡<KlrM<(£j for any <j> and for r^r0, then the set of points for which r^r^form a knob.
By Gauss's theorem* C"(r,<p) + K(r,<b)C(r,<b) = 0.
Consider any value <f>0 of <p. We assume that (2) holds for r^r0. We shall compare the solutions of the differential equations ar By the use of Sturm's comparison theorem,! it follows from (b) and (c) and the inequality K<(ir/r0)*, that C(r,<p0)>z(r)>0 within the interval 0<r£r0.
Similarly, from (a) and (b) and the inequality (v/2r^)*<K, we have C(r, </><>) <x(r) for the same interval. Since C(r, <p0) is bounded in the interval, it takes on a maximum for a value rm of r where 0 < r" á fo.
* Cf. W. Blaschke, Vorlesungen über Differential Geometrie, I, p. 61.
t Bieberbach, Theorie der Differentialgleichungen, 1923, pp. 144-5. We shall prove that -<rm<r0.
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Suppose first that 0<f«^f0/2.
From (b) and (c), omitting the arguments in the functions concerned, we find readily Integrating with respect to r from r = 0 to r = rm, we have [Cz -zCr] 'tm = f " Ik -(-\ ~|cz dr.
But C(rm) >0 and z(rm) =0 for rm^r0/2. Hence, a contradiction is obtained. Similarly, the assumption rm = r0 leads to a contradiction. Therefore -<rm< r0, as stated. Hence C(r0, <po) >0 and C,(r0, <po) <0 and by (1), r<0. Since (2) holds for any value #o of <f>, the theorem follows. 3. Class A geodesic segments. Consider now the surface 5 and denote the » extremal-convex boundaries by cu ci, • ■ • , cn. If P and Q are any two points within or on the boundary of S, there exists on S joining P to Q at least one rectifiable curve whose length furnishes a minimum with respect to the lengths of all rectifiable curves on 5 connecting P and Q* Such a minimizing arc is a geodesic segment with continuously turning tangent and has no points in common with any boundary ck, with the possible exception of P and Q themselves. Such geodesic segments will be called Class A geodesic segments on S.
No two class A segments on S not joining the same points can intersect more than once. For suppose two such segments PQ and RS intersect in D and E. Then it follows from the definition of geodesies of class A that the segments DE of the two geodesies have the same length. In a portion of PQ including DE as an interior segment, the arc DE can be replaced by its equal segment on RS. The resulting curve, however, has corners and hence can be shortened* contrary to the assumption that PC was a class A segment.
4. The covering surface and linear sets. The surface 5 can now be rendered simply connected as follows: From any arbitrarily chosen point P on c", we can and will cut the surface along a system of class A geodesies h, hi, ■ • • , A"_i, leading to points on cx, ct, • • • , e"_i, respectively.
According to the result of the preceding paragraph, the geodesies A* have no other points than P in common. We denote by T the simply-connected piece of surface obtained by cutting S along the h's.
We now consider M, the universal covering surface^ of S, made up of an infinite number of copies of T. On M any two points or curves which overlie the same point or curve on 5 are said to be congruent. The boundaries of M are congruent to the boundaries C\, Ct, • • • , cn of 5.
Let r be an integer, positive, negative or zero. Let T, denote a particular copy of T on M. A linear sel% of copies of T on M will be defined to be a region of M consisting of a set of the copies of T on M of the form
or of the form of any subset of consecutive symbols of (1), in which each copy Tk of T is joined to the succeeding one along a common boundary and all copies are distinct. A linear set which has no first or last copy of T will be termed an unending linear set.
Part II. The class A geodesic rays through a point 5. Unending geodesies of class A. We have defined ( §3) a geodesic segment joining a pair of points P and Q on 5 to be of class A on S if its length furnishes a minimum with respect to the lengths of all rectifiable curves on S joining P and Q. We shall now define similarly a geodesic segment joining a pair of points P and Q on M to be of class A on M provided its length furnishes a minimum with respect to the lengths of all rectifiable * In the regular problem of the calculus of variations, the Erdmann corner point condition is never satisfied.
t Cf. H. M. Morse, A one-to-one representation of geodesies on a surface of negative curvature, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 43 (1921) curves on M joining P and Q. Every geodesic segment of class A on S is also of class A on M but the converse is not true. Now any two points P and Q on M can be included in a region R consisting of a finite number of copies of T. The boundaries of R will be found in part among the boundaries of M, composed of segments congruent to the c*'s, and in part among the geodesic segments of class A on M congruent to the Ait's. The segments of the boundary of R congruent to the c*'s intersect the segments congruent to the A*'s so that the angles interior to R do not exceed ir. The region R will still be extremal-convex in the sense of Birkhoff,* and it follows as in §3 that the points P and Q on R can be joined by a geodesic segment of class A on M which fies in R and has no points in common with the boundary of R with possible exception of P and Q themselves.
We shall now define an unending geodesic of class A on M as an unending geodesic lying entirely on M, every finite segment of which is a geodesic segment of class A on M.
It follows from a discussion similar to that of §3 that no two unending geodesies of class A on M can intersect more than once. Now let g be an unending geodesic of class A on M. Clearly g cannot become infinite in length in any single copy of T. In leaving a copy of T, g cannot be tangent to any of the geodesic segments separating that copy of T from the remainder of M. Further, g can have only one point of intersection with any such geodesic segment. It follows that an unending class A geodesic on M is contained in one and only one unending linear set.
Henceforth, geodesies and geodesic segments will be assumed to be on M unless the contrary is stated.
By using an argument due to Morse f we obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Given any unending linear set, there exists at least one unending geodesic of class A contained wholly in the given linear set.
6. Semi-infinite sets and geodesic rays. Let T0 be any copy of T on M.
A semi-infinite linear set starting from T0 will be defined by a sequence of copies of T that go to make up M, namely: T0, Tu T2, ■ • • , in which each copy Tk of T is joined to the succeeding one along a common boundary and all copies are distinct.
A geodesic ray of class A issuing from a point P will be defined to be a portion of a geodesic, in one sense unending and in the other stopping at P, and such that every finite segment is of class A. Corresponding to Theorem 2 we have the following theorem for a semi-infinite linear set. * Loc. cit., p. 216. Theorem 3. Given a semi-infinite linear set starting from a copy T0, there exists issuing from any point P of T0 at least one geodesic ray of class A contained wholly in the given linear set.
If the given surface has two knobs, there are only two semi-infinite linear sets beginning with any copy T0 of T. If, however, the number of knobs exceeds two, it is readily shown that the number of such sets starting from a given T0 has the power of the continuum.
By Theorem 3 there exists issuing from a point P on a given copy TQ of T at least one geodesic ray of class A belonging to each semi-infinite linear set beginning with that copy. For «>2, therefore, there are through P a set of such geodesic rays in power equal to the power of the continuum.
Let the positive sense of any geodesic ray of class A through P be the sense that leads from P. The direction of any such geodesic ray will now be specified by the angle 0( -ir<d^ir) measured in an arbitrary sense about P, between the positive tangent to it at P and the tangent at P to an arbitrary geodesic through P. We shall show that the infinite set of directions 0 has a very remarkable subset which is perfect and nowhere dense.
7. Special and general linear sets. Any semi-infinite linear set L is topographically equivalent to one of the two regions of the plane bounded by two parallel straight lines and a transversal to them. Consider those boundaries B and B' of L which in this correspondence are topographically equivalent to the semi-infinite segments of the parallel lines. Now all the semi-infinite linear sets whose first copy of T contains P will be divided into two classes : If the successive copies T{, Tí, Ti, • • •, Tñ are respectively the same as Tu Tt, ■ • ■, Tn, but if TV+i is different from T"+i, the two linear sets will be said to diverge after sharing « copies of T. Now if B and B' are the semi-infinite boundaries of L, it is clear that 77+i is joined to T" = Tn along a segment q of either BotB' which arose from one of the pieces A*. The set L' will be said to diverge from L along B or B' according as q lies on B or B'.
The general linear sets (A) and the special linear sets (B) may now be characterized with respect to diverging linear sets as follows: In the case of any general linear set L, there exist, corresponding to any positive integer m, linear sets which diverge from L along B and along.8' after sharing withZ, more than m copies of T. In the case of a special linear set L, for sufficiently large values of m, all linear sets different from L and sharing with L more than m copies of T, diverge from L along either B or B', but not both.
8. Boundary geodesic rays. Consider now a general linear set L. Let qlt ?2, • • • be successive segments of B which arose from cuts A*. Let Lx be a linear set which diverges from L along qi, L2 a linear set which diverges from L along qt and so on. On each linear set Li, there exists at least one geodesic ray of class A issuing from P. Let 0i, 02, ■ • • be the directions at P of geodesic rays of class A issuing from P, chosen on L\, Lt, • -•, respectively. The set of 0's has at least one limit angle ©. Let g be the geodesic ray through P with the direction 0. Then g belongs to a linear set, which must be L, and is itself of class A.
If 0 is measured in a proper sense about P, it will be true that for all integers exceeding a suitably chosen integer m, 0i<0i+i. Hence 0 will be the limit of an increasing sequence of the 0»'s.
It may well happen that there exist in some or all of the linear sets Li more than one geodesic ray of class A issuing from P and belonging to Li. It is conceivable that, if a different set of these geodesic rays were picked out, and correspondingly different angles 0,*, a different angle 6* would be approached as a limit. If it is remembered, however, that no two geodesic rays issuing from P can intersect, it will be seen that for a proper choice of 0 = 0, 0<_i < 6* < 0<+i. Hence © = 0* and the geodesic ray determined by the limiting process is unique.
Similarly, let qi, qi, qi, ■ ■ • be successive segments of B' which arose from cuts A*. Let LI be a linear set diverging from L along qi and so on. If 0i, Oi, • ■ • are the directions at P of geodesic rays of class A lying on Li, Li, • • ■, the set of directions Qi has a limit 0' which defines a geodesic ray g' through P. The geodesic ray g' is a ray of class A on L and does not depend upon the particular selection of geodesic rays, issuing from P, made from Li, Li, • • • • The geodesic rays g and g' bound a region 2? in L between which there can lie no geodesic rays of class A issuing from P except those remaining forever in L. Further if g" be any geodesic ray of class A issuing from P and lying in L, and not g or g', it must lie in this region R. For otherwise g" would cut all of the geodesic rays of Li or else all of the geodesic rays of LI which issue from P with angles nearer 0 or 0' respectively than the initial angle of g".
The geodesic rays g and g' will be called the boundary geodesic rays of the set L. In case there is only one geodesic ray of class A on L, g=g'.
For special linear sets, we adopt a similar procedure except that only one boundary B or B' contains an infinite number of segments which arose from cuts A». Hence only one boundary geodesic ray is defined for a special linear set.
We shall consider in the following only the boundary rays of the semiinfinite linear sets whose first copy of T contains P.
9. Generalization of a theorem of Hadamard.
We prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4. The set of the directions at P of all the boundary rays of class A issuing from any given point P of T<¡ is perfect and nowhere dense.
It follows from the process by which boundary rays are defined that the direction of each such ray is the limit of the directions of others of the same kind, and further that any limit direction of an infinite subset of directions of boundary rays is itself the direction of a boundary ray. Hence the given set is perfect.
Between the boundary rays of any given linear set (if there are two), there are, of course, geodesic rays with intermediate directions. Such rays are clearly not themselves boundary rays, since there are at most two boundary rays in any given linear set.
Consider, on the other hand, two boundary rays g and g' which belong to different linear sets L and L'. There exists a last copy of T, say Tn, which the two sets have in common. On the boundary of Tn, there exists between the pieces to which Tn+i of L and 7Y+i of L' are attached, in either cyclic order, at least one point Q on the boundary of M. Therefore a class A geodesic segment may be drawn from P to Q whose direction will be between the directions of the boundary rays g and g', and which will pass off M at Q. All rays through P with angles sufficiently near that of the geodesic segment PQ will also pass off M and hence cannot be boundary rays through P. Hence the set of directions of boundary rays through P is nowhere dense and the theorem is proved.
As a special case, this theorem reduces to a result obtained by Hadamard in his study of surfaces of negative curvature.* Let us suppose that the closed surface of genus zero with which we start is such that the removal of the knobs leaves a region S which is of negative curvature throughout. By virtue of this special condition, all geodesic rays issuing from a given point P on M * Loe. cit., p. 69. and remaining on M are of class A. It can be shown that there exists issuing from P, one and only one geodesic ray belonging to each semi-infinite linear set whose first copy of T contains P.
The theorem for the special case under consideration may now be expressed in a form not involving the covering surface, and becomes then the theorem of Hadamard: // S is of negative curvature throughout and if P is any point on S, the set of the directions atP of the geodesic rays which issue from P and remain on S is perfect and nowhere dense.
Part III. Periodic geodesics 10. Definitions. We shall return to the consideration of unending linear sets. Let such a set be represented by the succession of copies of T,
The symbols of this sequence may be put into one-to-one correspondence with a succession of symbols
as follows. Let the 2(n -1) boundary pieces of T, which arise from the cuts hi(i = \, 2, ■ ■ ■ , (» -1)), be numbered in cyclic order, beginning with an arbitrary piece. These numbers will then be associated with the boundary pieces of each of the copies Tk occurring in (1). In the linear set (1), let pk be the number of the boundary piece of Tk to which Tk+i is joined. Then (2) is the sequence obtained by replacing Tk by pk. Suppose now that (2) is found to consist, in both senses, of an unending repetition of a finite set G of successive symbols. The linear set will then be called periodic and G a generator of the set. Any generator of (2) which is made up of the smallest possible number of symbols will be called a fundamental generator of (2). Any succession of copies of T in (1) which corresponds to a generator of (2) will be called a cycle of the linear set. A fundamental cycle will then be a cycle which corresponds to a fundamental generator.
Those geodesic segments which separate successive cycles of the periodic linear set from each other will clearly be congruent.
In the representation (1) of a given unending linear set L, a copy Tu of T will be said to occur n copies later than another copy T¿ of T, if k -k' = n. We shall now define a transformation t of a periodic set L into itself, as follows : Suppose that each fundamental cycle of L is composed of n copies of T. Then under t every point of each copy Tk of T is to be replaced by its congruent point in that copy of T which in (1) occurs n copies later. Con-gruent points under t will be spoken of as congruent points one fundamental cycle apart and congruent points under tm as congruent points m fundamental cycles apart.
11. Lemma on class A geodesic segments joining congruent points.
We prove the following lemma. Lemma 1. A class A geodesic, joining congruent points m fundamental cycles apart on a periodic linear set, intersects itself on the original surface in such a manner, that if cut at these points of intersection, the resulting geodesic segments can be regrouped, reordered, and rejoined on M so as to make up m curve segments each joining congruent points one fundamental cycle apart.
Let R be the region formed by m > 1 successive fundamental cycles of a periodic linear set. Let C be a class A geodesic segment connecting congruent points A and B on the boundaries h and b2 of R which separate it from the remainder of the linear set. We shall first prove that there exist on C at least two congruent points one fundamental cycle apart. Let C be the curve segment determined by all the points congruent to C under t, the transformation of the preceding paragraph.
If C and C have a point in common on R, the point in common on C, if considered also as a point on C, appears clearly congruent to a point on C one fundamental cycle previous. We must show then that C and C do have a point in common on R. Now C divides R into two regions Ri and Z?2, having no other points in common than those which belong to C. We denote by Po, Pi, ■ • • , Pm the intersections of C with the geodesic segments separating different cycles of R from each other and from the remainder of the linear set, the geodesic segments being taken in the order of progression along the set. C does not intersect the first such boundary and extends beyond R in the positive direction of the set. Its intersections with the geodesic boundaries of successive cycles will be denoted byPi, Pi,-■ ■ ,PJ+i.
If C and C have a point in common, the proof is complete. In the contrary case, we assume thatP/ lies in R2 but not on C. Then C crosses the boundary of Ri either along C or b2. In the former case, the proof is again complete. In the later case, the point PJ on ¿>2 lies in i?2. Let Si, s2, ■ ■ • , sm be the distances along the geodesic segments separating cycles of the linear set, measured from the points where these segments enter R2 from outside the linear set to Pi, P«, • ■ ■ , Pm, respectively. Let si, si, ■ • • , s*l be similarly defined relative to P{, Pi, ■ ■ • , PJ. We have then sm' <sm, by hypothesis. Since PJ is congruent to Pm_i, we have s¿ =sm_i and hence sm_i<sm. Similarly, 5m'_1<sm_i, whence sm-i<sm-i.
Proceeding in this manner, we obtain the conditions
as the only possible case under which the proof might fail. But Po and Pm are congruent and therefore s0=sm. Hence this set of conditions cannot be satisfied and C and C have a point in common. There exist therefore on C two congruent points one fundamental cycle apart. Let now P and Q be the points of C one fundamental cycle apart whose existence has just been proved. Let AP and QB be the segments of C which respectively precede and follow PQ in the order following the linear set. Now consider on R the curve G which consists of the segment QB and a segment congruent to AP under the transformation t. Then G joins points on R which are (m -1) fundamental cycles apart and intersects each geodesic segment separating successive cycles once and only once. The procedure of the preceding paragraphs will now show that, if m>2, G contains a subsegment joining congruent points one cycle apart. Repetition of the process m times gives the conclusion.
12. Existence of periodic geodesies of class A. An unending periodic geodesic g is defined as an unending geodesic composed of successive congruent segments. Such a geodesic necessarily lies on an unending periodic linear set L, and overhangs a closed geodesic on the surface S. A segment of g whose length is that of this closed geodesic on 5 will be called a. fundamental segment of g. Combining,
The inequalities express the stated continuity property.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 5. Corresponding to any unending periodic linear set there exists on the set at least one unending periodic geodesic of class A.
Let D be a fundamental cycle of the given linear set. Each pair of congruent points on the boundaries bi and bi separating D from the remainder of the linear set can be joined by a class A geodesic segment lying entirely in D. It follows from Lemma 2 that the length of such class A segments is a single-valued continuous function of an end point on either bi or b2. Since the domain of such an end point is closed, there exists a segment AB whose length /m gives a minimum among the lengths of all class A geodesies joining congruent points on bx and bt. The segment AB will be proved to be a fundamental segment of a periodic geodesic of class A.
Choose arbitrarily a positive direction along bi and a corresponding congruent positive direction along b2. Then AB makes the same angle with ii as it does with bt. Otherwise, on the surface obtained by "healing" bi and bi together, AB would have a corner and could be shortened on this surface. Recutting the surface to form D, the shortened curve would connect congruent points on bx and b2. The class A geodesic segment joining these same two congruent points would be shorter than AB, contrary to the supposition that AB was the shortest class A segment connecting congruent points on bi and b2.
It now follows that in the given unending periodic set of which D is a fundamental cycle, the curves congruent to AB in the successive cycles join on to each other continuously to form an unending periodic geodesic g of which AB is a fundamental segment.
We shall prove by the aid of Lemma 1 that g is of class A. Assume, on the contrary, that there exist on g two points P and Q which can be connected on Ai by a curve shorter than the segment PQ of g. Then there can be found on g two points A and B, m fundamental cycles apart, containing P and Q between them and lying on geodesic segments separating cycles of the linear set from each other, where m is a properly chosen positive integer.
On g, the segment AB has the length mlm. Now join A and B by a geodesic segment C of class A and length C. By hypothesis, C<mlm. Hence at least one of the m segments of C of Lemma 1 is necessarily less than l" in length. It would follow that a pair of congruent points could be found on the geodesic boundaries of a fundamental cycle, for which the shortest connecting path on M would be in length less than lm, contrary to the definition of lm. Therefore g is of class A and the theorem is completely proved.
It follows from the theorem just proved that there exist on an extremal-
